glossaries of Noh terms by Tyler and by Brazell. Additionally, one can look at the Noh translations and the originals in parallel frames. The section on “Ogura Hyakunin Isshu” has the original, the romanized version and an English translation, and a click on the poem will show a woodblock print from a Meiji-era edition of the poems. A fabulous resource.

**TITLE: KAWABATA BIBLIOGRAPHY**
**URL:** http://gold.truman.edu/~reichert/kawabata.htm
An annotated bibliography of translations and secondary sources in English about the works of Yasunari Kawabata.

**TITLE: KOREAN LITERATURE**
**URL:** http://www.iworld.net/Korea/culture/f107.html
Two essays on Korean poetry and two on the premodern narrative, and contemporary novels and short stories. The author(s) of these articles are not revealed, making it somewhat difficult to assess the views provided on this site.

**TITLE: BENGALI POETRY**
**URL:** http://www.gl.umbc.edu/~achatt1/poem.html
Translations into English (including some by the poets) of Bengali poetry. Among the poets are: Tagore, Jibanananda Das, Sankha Ghosh.

**TITLE: LITERATURE BY SOUTH ASIAN WRITERS**
**WRITING IN ENGLISH**
**URL:** http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/mdamodaran/html/sabks/bki.html
A listing of 96 authors and the titles of their works in English. While there are many typos and not many details, this is a useful site for a quick overview of the titles and authors of this region.

**TITLE: TREASURES OF THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF SRI LANKA**
**URL:** http://www.slt.lk/nlib/exhibit.htm
An online exhibition of major works in the National Library of Sri Lanka. A description of the work and the images on the cover of each work are displayed.

**TITLE: ASIAN-AMERICAN LITERATURE: HISTORY, CLASSROOM USE, BIBLIOGRAPHY & WWW RESOURCES**
**URL:** http://falcon.jmu.edu/~ramseyjl/asialit.htm
As the title indicates, a broad range of areas are explored. The bibliography is subdivided into fiction, biography, traditional literature, reference works and other topical categories.

**JUDITH S. AMES,** Ph.D., formerly associated with the Japan Society in New York, is Director of All Aboard, specializing in computer and online services, and is Coordinator of Customer Services of the Medley Fool, an online investment company.